
World War I : An Overview



Background: The 19th Century
• At the end of the Napoleonic Wars the peace was kept 

by a “Balance of Power” among the Great Powers

– No one nation had enough power to overwhelm the others

– This kept the peace in Europe for nearly 100 years (with only 
minor conflicts along the way)

– The formation of Germany in 1870 and growing nationalism 
throughout Europe helps to start the unraveling of the 
“Balance of Power” system



Germany
• Bismarck (Germany’s chancellor) fired by Wilhelm II 

and German foreign policy changes from a “balance of 
power” approach called “realpolitik” to put Germany 
on a path to being a dominant nation in the world 
(“Weltpolitik”)

• During Bismarck’s and beyond the ALLIANCE 
SYSTEM came to dominate European politics as a 
method for keeping the peace

– THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE

– THE TRIPLE ENTANTE 



Causes of the Conflict : Long term, Short term, Immediate

• “MANIA”

– Militarism

– Alliance system

– Nationalism

– Industrialization

– Imperialism

– Assassination









Causes of the Conflict : Long term, Short term, Immediate
• The Moroccan Crises (1905 and 1911) – Germany 

attempts to obtain trading rights in Morocco and to 
push England and France apart diplomatically
– Largely fails on both counts, but makes Germany look like 

an increasingly aggressive power

• The Balkan Wars – two conflicts over territory no 
longer firmly under Ottoman control in 
Southeastern Europe
– War #1: Smaller nations team up against Ottomans 

(Greece, Serbia, Montenegro and Bulgaria) (1911-12)

– War #2: Bulgaria is upset at the amount of territory it 
obtained and declares war on Greece, Serbia and 
Montenegro – Bulgaria loses and loses more territory



“The Spark” : Immediate Cause
• Rising Nationalism in the Balkans leads to growing 

discontent with Austrian rule

• A Serbian nationalist group known as the  “Black Hand” 
carries out the assassination of the heir to the Austrian 
throne

• Austria-Hungary issues its ultimatum of demands on the 
Serbian government (which it knows Serbia will reject)

• Austria-Hungary is backed up by their ally, Germany, and 
given a “BLANK CHECK” of support

• Russia begins to mobilize their military, Germany follows



http://www.loyno.edu/~seduffy/MapImages/Austria-Hungary1867-display.jpg


England
• Germany believes England will sit 

out the war

• England does nothing to dispel this 
idea

• Foreign Secretary Grey tries several 
attempts to find a diplomatic solution

• When Germany invades neutral 
Belgium as per the SCHLEIFFEN 
PLAN England enters the conflict –
which had now grown into a world 
war



The Schlieffen Plan
• Germany made vast encircling 

movement through Belgium to 
enter Paris

• German troops diverted East and 
to the German-French border

• Sept 6-10, 1914
– Battle of Marne, the “Miracle of 

the Marne”

– Soldiers sent to the front via taxi

– Stopped the Germans but French 
troops were exhausted

– Both sides dug trenches for shelter



The Early Part of World War I
• Germany invades and brutalizes Belgium

• Germany invades northern France

• Germany has huge initial success but:
– Russia mobilizes much quicker than expected

– English expeditionary force arrives on the Continent

– French counter offensive stalls the early German gains

• In the East, Germany defeats a massive Russian army 
at Tannenberg

• By the end of 1914 stalemate and TRENCH 
WARFARE had set in



New Technologies
• On Land:

– The machine gun

– Poison gas

– Larger artillery shells and underground mines

– Near the end of the war: tanks

• In the air:

– Airplanes

– Zeppelins

• At Sea:

– Submarines



Dreadnoughts

The Royal Navy's HMS Dreadnought, 

the world's first dreadnought





















































































1915
• Germany and Austria-Hungary launch full scale offensives on Russia

– Nearly 2 million Russians killed during the summer offensive

– Tsar Nicholas II fires the Russian 
commander and takes direct control of the
military

– Eventually the German offensive is halted
in Western Russia

• English and French, along with their 
Allies, launch the Gallipoli campaign 
to open trade and communication 
with the Russians

– Ends in total failure



1916

• Major offensives resume in the West

– Germany attacks VERDUN (Feb – Aug), failure as a 
military campaign with over 300,000 killed on each side

– English launch an offensive at the SOMME (July –
October), 500,000 Germans killed, 400,000 English and 
200,000 French

– Nothing of any strategic value was obtained through 
either action





The Home Front and “Total War”
“Total war”: involved mass civilian 

populations in the war effort

A. Massive conscription drafted most able-

bodied men in their youth.

B. In some cases, civilian populations 

became targets.

1. Early in the war, Germany used 

Zeppelins to bomb London.

2. The British blockade resulted in 

significant starvation in Germany.



The Home Front and “Total War”
C. News was censored; 

propaganda lionized men at 

the front and dehumanized 

the enemy.

1. Intense nationalism 

demanded support from 

the entire population.

2. Attempts to win the war 

by destroying your 

enemies economy



War Time Economy
D. Economic production focused on the war 

effort.

1. Free-market capitalism was 

abandoned in favor of strong 

central planning of the economy.

E. Strikes prohibited

F. Women enter the workforce in record 

numbers (e.g. 43% of the work force 

in Russia); alters post-war views 

towards increasing women’s rights



War Time Economy



Diplomatic Maneuvers Behind the Scenes
• Bulgaria and Ottomans early on join the Central powers with the idea 

that if victorious they would be able to expand their territory

• Allies promised land in Europe and Africa if Italy joined the allied 
side, which they did

• Germany, England, France Austria-Hungary and Russia all attempted 
to stir up trouble in each others colonies and among different ethnic 
minorities present in each other’s region of control 

• Japan used the war to take over German colonies in the Far East and 
took control of Manchuria in China

• Had Germany won the war they had plans to control all of Central 
Europe either directly or through indirect control



Other Notable Efforts at Subversion
• German arming Irish nationalists to fight England 

for an independent Ireland in the “Easter Uprising” 
in 1916

• Germany sending the ZIMMERMAN TELEGRAM 
to Mexico promising to return the territory taken by 
the United States if Mexico declares war on the 
United States

• Lawrence of Arabia “promising” independence to 
Arabs throughout the Middle East if they fight 
alongside the English against the Ottomans



The Collapse of Russia
• The Tsar and his government could not meet the test of Total 

War
– The cost in lives, suffering and sacrifice for the people with nothing to 

motivate them and with no end in sight led to revolution

• March 1917 elements of the military in St. Petersburg mutiny, 
the Tsar eventually abdicates, and a Provisional Government 
takes over

• Under the Provisional Government additional military 
blunders and failed offensives take place

• By November 1917 the Bolshevik wing of the Social 
Democrats stages a revolution to seize power with the motto 
“Peace, Land, Bread”



New Russian Government Seeks Peace
• March 3, 1918 Russia exits the war and signed the TREATY OF 

BREST-LITOVSK

– Russia gives up massive territory on its western border to 
“independent” states of Poland, Finland, the Baltic States and the 
Ukraine

– Each of these new states was controlled by a German imposed 
government

– In this treaty the Germans realize many of their pre-war 
objectives to dominate Eastern Europe

– Germany now turns the full weight of its army against France 
and England (but left a large force in the East due to a lack of 
trust of the new Russian government)



The United States Enters the War
• In the 1916 Presidential campaign Democrat Woodrow 

Wilson was reelected based in part on his slogan that “he 
kept us out of the war”

• Despite this there had always been sympathy for the Allies 
in the US to a much larger extent than support for 
Germany – except for the anti-democratic nation of Russia

• When in 1917 the Tsarist government collapses another 
barrier to entry was removed – war advocates referred to it 
as a “WAR TO MAKE THE WORLD SAFE FOR 
DEMOCRACY”



1917 Events Involving the US
• February – Germany announces “unrestricted submarine 

warfare” knowing full well that this will anger the US

• Germany made a gamble – that they could defeat the French 
and English faster than the US could mobilize its forces and 
bring them into Europe

• The ZIMMERMAN TELEGRAM further outrages the 
American public

• Feb – March Germany sinks a number of US transport 
vessels

• April 6, 1917 the United States declares war on the Central 
Powers



1917 : The War at Sea

• German submarine actions hugely successful – by 
April it was looking possible that Germany might 
starve England into peace talks

• Convoys and the entry of the US, which had a sizeable 
navy ready to fight, helped end the immediate danger 
to England



The Western Front : 1917 - 1918
• French strive to “hold the line” and “wait for the 

Americans and the tanks”

• The English launch the offensive at 
PASSCHENDAELE with another 400,000 English 
killed for no strategic gains

• By the end of 1917 the stalemate continued, but the 
Allies had bought the time needed for the United 
States to train and transport enough men and 
equipment to get into the fight



US Mobilization
• US troops strength goes from 130,000 to 3.5 million 

land forces in a matter of months

• US banks and the US government make massive loans 
to the Allied government to help them further the war
(most of the money loaned was spent in the United 
States on ammunition, food and other war supplies)

• US shipping tonnage goes from 1 million to 10 million

• Massive stores of ammunition, food and other 
manufactured goods were stockpiled for the coming 
US involvement in Europe



1918 : The War Comes to an End
• Prior to the arrival of the Americans some in Germany thought 

that a peace deal was a good option
– Germany leaders and Generals squashed such proposals

• By July 250,000 US troops were landing in Europe each month

• As US troops, along with English and French began attacks in 
the summer the German army began to pull back

• By late fall it was clear that Germany was going to be defeated 
and they sought a peace deal with Wilson

• November 11, 1918 the Armistice was signed and the fighting 
stopped (at 11am)





Understanding the Numbers…

Artist Chris Jordan’s art helps to get a sense for how 
much a million is…

Here is a photo of 2 million plastic bottles…





This series depicts 2.3 million prison uniforms. 
(Which also happens to be the number of people the 
U.S. has in its prisons and jails making us #1 in terms 
of the number of citizens we have locked up).






















